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ABSTRACT

18 plenary session on China's administrative system reform puts forward new requirements and deployment. Meetings to deepening administrative reform, must change their functions, innovative management style, enhance the credibility of the Government and executive power, building a service-oriented Government. Starting point for constructing service-oriented Government is to promote administrative reform and inevitable choice. The importance of constructing service-oriented Government, based on discussion of constructing service oriented Government ideal and actual values.

Service-oriented government theory originated from western countries of "new public management theory" "the new public service theory" "governance theory". Academics combined with China's specific national conditions in China began in 1995 with the concept of service-oriented Government, and as a new administrative paradigm of service-oriented Government. In 2005 to "build a service-oriented government" written into the government work report, "service-oriented government" has become the government's target of construction in our country. On the party's 17th, and made clear that "speed up the reform of the administrative system and build a service-oriented government". Therefore, administrative system reform and innovation, and accelerate the construction of a service-oriented government, is a pressing task at present.

FIRST, THE MAIN PROBLEMS OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM REFORM ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM LACKS STRONG SUPPORT

Since reform and opening up of six administrative reform in general are carried out according to the actual need of adjustment and reform. Has great blindness, lack of scientific foresight. Often questions what problems, not predictive reform, there is not enough scientific evidence to guide. In addition, several reforms in the past is not systematic. In the administrative system, set up randomly, no adequate theory for support. Thus, government institutions are always into "thin—expansion—thin-and expansion" of the cycle.[1]
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The Lack of Norms of Law Enforcement of Administrative System Reform

As the saying goes "no rules", strong law enforcement is the protection of administrative reform carried out smoothly, is key to the success of the reform. Along with the economic development of the society, many sectors of economic activity by the Legal Department to manage the coordination are also dealt with by government departments. This will increase the volume and difficulty of the administration. Due to the rapid development of the market economy, and this calls for reform of the administrative system reform to adapt to the market demand, we continue to meet market needs, with a powerful law enforcement tool to ensure the smooth progress of economic and social activity.

The Idea of Service-oriented Government in the Administrative System Lacking Real Implementation

China's administrative system reform and social development go hand in hand, reforms in order to adapt to the needs of the community for the purpose of, only by continually improving the reform can promote social development. Along with the continuous development and progress of society, are constantly changing the role of Government from the previous ruling Government to manage government transformation, in economic and social development to a certain period, the shift from management to government service. This trend of administrative system but also according to the law of development of the times, so at the time of the reform, will seriously implement the service-type Government philosophy, not to call themselves Kings and self-centered.

SECOND, BUILD A SERVICE-ORIENTED GOVERNMENT IS INEVITABLE FOR THE DEEPPENING REFORM OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM

Building a service-oriented Government based on conditions, party stands, the world comes an inevitable choice, good recipe is to overcome the disadvantages of traditional administrative model, an important objective of the administration system reform in China. Reflect in the following aspects.

The Construction of Service-Type Government Are Determined By the Nature of Our Party and the People's Government

Serving the people wholeheartedly is the purpose of our party and people's Government of doing everything for the people's interests, and well-being. With the deepening of reform and opening up, and development of the Socialist market economy and further prosperity of Socialist culture. New demands on reformation of the management mode of the Government, the Government needs to accelerate the pace of reform, breaking the traditional management model, further changes and optimizing government functions, improve service levels, and better promote the rapid and healthy development of the economic, social and cultural.
The Construction of Service-Type Government Are Constantly Improve the Objective Needs of the Socialist Market Economy System

In the function of our Government under the Socialist economic system is mainly for the market of China's socialist market economy to create good environment for the development, for development of the market economy to build a sound legal system, improve the market environment for development, in short, the Government main functions is to provide good service to the people, so building a service-oriented Government is the objective demand of market economy.

Constructing Service-Type Government the Urgent Need For Promotion and Development of Socialist Democratic Politics Construction

With the rapid development of the world economy, countries citizens ' democratic awareness has been enhanced, with the strengthening of democracy, are hoping that their lawful rights and interests of citizens are very well maintained, has actively sought participation in the formulation and implementation of public agenda, this requires that the management mode of the Government must respond to the demand for such participation needed for reasonable "decentralization", services and encouraging citizens to participate in their democracy-building.

The Construction of Service-Type Government are Promoting a Harmonious Society, The Inevitable Requirement of Maintaining National Stability

Public resources as scarce resources, according to China's current conditions, public demand for government services is not very strong[5]. Change the traditional operation mode of governance, building a service-oriented Government is imminent. Only focus on the development of social undertakings and resolving the livelihood problems, strengthen the construction of service-type Government, so that all of the people share the fruits of economic development in order to truly safeguard the fundamental interests of the overwhelming majority of the people and promote social equity and justice, in order to build a harmonious socialist society, to be strong.

THIRD, THE VALUE ORIENTATION OF CONSTRUCTING SERVICE-ORIENTED GOVERNMENT

Throughout every reform, it is not difficult to find, key problem lies in the lack of administrative system reform in our country's integrity and standard. At present, our administrative system organizational structure, the power structure is still not stable, did not form an effective governance structure. Based on this, China administrative reform of key is building service type Government, and service type Government of value Select, performance for Government of concept, and target, and direction, in value curing of Government "should so" of administrative concept, while through system innovation, in government system and run mechanism Shang formed conducive to Government science of decision system, and supervision mechanism, and assessment and supervision system, "real so" of administrative system, and formed concept and system of effective facility[6].
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SETTING UP THE GOVERNMENT OF "CITIZEN" AND "SOCIAL STANDARD" VALUES

Establish a "citizen" concept, the key is to adhere to the "people-oriented" is the point of constructing service-oriented Government, which requires government departments to consider any public service, must respect the wishes of the people and realize the benefit of the people, safeguard the people's rights as a fundamental premise. Efforts to make the Government a benefit for the people, serving the Government close to the people. Return to the "community standard" that calls on the Government to "control-oriented Government" to "service-oriented Government" role[7]. The Government's role is not only to provide services more acts as the understanding, agency, service of the decision. This requires that Governments should give full play to other non-government organizations and community groups, flexibility in the use of these resources to serve the people.

Building Service-Type Government in an Open and Transparent as the Basic Value Target

Just as the human freedom, equality as one of the most universal value pursuit, service-oriented government should be open, fair and transparent the basic value orientation. First, the government to ensure that the power to run in the sun, give full play to the news media publicity function, the government public service project, program, to the masses of the people, to expand citizen policy participation and active line, at the same time improve the transparency of the government behavior. Second, the government should both efficiency and fairness, efficiency is the key to the social development speed, fairness is to maintain social stability of the regulator. Therefore, according to circumstances, fairly ensure the rights of citizens. Service-oriented government make the openness, fairness, justice and transparent as its important value orientation.

Constructing a Service-Oriented Government as the Pursuit of the Value Direction of Democracy and Legal System

Since ancient times, democratic and legitimate is the same strain, which is also the value orientation of the reform of our Government. Focus of the democratic Government to mobilize citizens to participate in the conduct of public affairs. Therefore, the service-oriented Government that adheres to the participation of citizens as its basic form of executive decision, through citizen participation in the Chief forces of social values and effects, purpose is to realize the socialization of public policy[8]. Management for a long time, the Government did not establish a standard legal system, the exercise of public power has many problems, than the transition period an urgent question is how to enhance the effective management of the Government, the exercise of public powers, abuse of power. Must establish reasonable administration according to law is the Government and society, the Government and the market, the relationship between Government and citizens. An Executive Government is bound by law, is an effective Government, public policy can be implemented.
The Actual Value Orientation of Constructing Service-Oriented Government
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The Sound of Open System

A good e-government system, regulate government professionals engaged in the criterion. A basic criterion to build a service-oriented government is to deepen the construction of e-government, advancing government affairs public, in order to ensure citizens' right to know. The government improves the system of open government by perfecting a series of system. Such as establishing and perfecting the system of social major matters of the public, to participate in social service commitment system, unimpeded civil information query, consultation system.

Good Decision-Making Mechanism

Building a service-oriented Government needed to establish a smooth communication and consultation mechanisms, also need to have an expert on important matters, collective decision-making systems and consulting, assessment systems, accountability mechanism for decision-making, etc. Continues to drive Government decision-making more scientific and democratic, and promote transparency in the delivery of Government information[9].

Improve Service Performance Evaluation System

At present, the Government has established a system of performance evaluation, but it is far different from the requirements of constructing service-oriented Government. Therefore, we must establish a subordinate government officials evaluate the combination of citizen satisfaction and evaluation system, at the same time, to establish scientific index system, one is subject to clear, the quality of government services, must depend on the satisfaction of the people and subjects to play all levels and channels of the community. Second, the evaluation criteria must be reasonable, establishing norms and legal evaluation. Modern Government should be established on the basis of public accountability and democratic participation, laws, rules become the Government's basic value from.

CONCLUSION

To sum up, promote administrative reform, building a service-oriented Government is not achieved overnight, but an establishment and implementation process. We should adhere to the "should be" value and "real institutional orientation, with the times, guided by the scientific concept of development, further emancipate the mind, accelerating the administrative reform of management mechanism, effectively carry out the functions of the public service to become a" power to the people, show concern for the benefit of people, and for the people "service-oriented Government.
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